Love Determination Responsibility Respect Kindness Friendship Honesty

School News
Summer Term - 2019
Dear Parents,
This edition of School News is a bumper one, reflecting
both the length of the Summer Term and the many and
varied activities the children have enjoyed since Easter.
The picture (right) shows our gardeners after harvesting
rhubarb from the allotment.
In our final assembly of the year we said farewell to Miss
D’Angelo, Mrs Pagett and Mrs Liebermann and to Annie,
Lucy, Tess and Seth and Owen as well as all our Year 6
children. We wish them and their families all the very
best as they embark on the next stages in their lives.
We are also saying goodbye to one of our governors,
Anne Pearsall, who has given much service to
the school, both as a parent and as SEN Governor. We
are very grateful for all that she has contributed over the
years.
The end of year assembly is also a time to celebrate individual achievements, and the following children were
recognised:
100% Attendance: Anna, Hafwen, Elliot, Yago, Matilda, Isaac, Ludo, Elizabeth, Lara, Maya, Iden, Sofia,
Elara, Alfie, Keir, Aidan, Seb, Daniel, Lara, Benji and Harvey
Linda Hackett Fair Play Award: Elisha
Sue Grundy Award for contribution to school sport: Abby and Rhys
Intra sports Award: Keir
Hartley Awards: Rosie, Harry, Talal, Lea, Aleena, Renee, Ella, Millie, Jamal, Elizabeth, Mimi, Ethan, Emma and
Mayson
Finally, Miss Smith and Miss Helkin will both be getting married in the holidays. When they return to school in
September, Miss Smith will have transformed into Mrs Otter, and Miss Helkin into Mrs Hampton. I wish them,
and all of you, a wonderful summer break.
Best wishes,
Rosalind Owen

May Day
The colourful ribbons cheerfully whirl around the May
pole in time to the music. The dance slowly coming to
an end when the brightly dressed children bow and
curtsey in turn. It’s fun watching your friends from
younger year groups performing their pretty dances in
their beautiful dresses and T-shirts. The Year 6s are
privileged to end the May dances, with a complicated
dance called the plait. The practice for the plait is fun
and helps to relax them and take their minds of SATs.
Everyone is brilliant, they were really proud of
themselves and their peers at the end of the day.
Parents and children are invited to go to the café in our
hall afterwards for cake and refreshments. As well as an audience of parents and friends, we also have a May
King and Queen. The king and queen get to watch all the performances while sitting on their royal throne.
Joia, Year 6
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The King and Queen this year were Ava and Lanre. They
enjoyed it so much. And in Reception the two youngest and the
two oldest children give them their crowns. The year that went
first was Year 2 and they held hands and went round in circles
and in and out. Then Year 1 danced with some stomping and
clapping. At the end Year 6 created a really lovely plait, the
pole was covered in magical colours. Jake, Year 6

The Big Science Event
We are proud to announce our winning entry to this
year’s Science Oxford competition. This is a
competition that takes place every year. Schools all
around Oxfordshire take part. Everyone in the school
does an experiment. Each school selects an
experiment to put forward, representing their school.
These groups are then judged by Science Oxford, who
decide whether or not they make it to the finals. My
group made it through to the finals! On the 4th July
we went to the new Science Oxford centre in
Headington. The place was surrounded by woodland
with a pond at the bottom.
In the morning we had activities, for example guessing what the liquid was in the test tubes. We also did our
presentations in the morning and then we had a snack break. After that we went into an explorer zone with
loads of things to try linked with science. The most popular one was probably the ball and scarf shooter.
This consisted of long, twiddly, plastic tubes with pressure so the scarves and balls would fly around and
eventually fly out.
Next we had a lunch break. We now went back inside and had
two experiments to complete. The first one was where we had
to, using only a few materials, make something to hold exactly
130 pom-poms. The other was finding our how much sugar
was in the liquids.
In this time the judges were deciding the winner.
As we gathered in the theatre, the tension built up. They were
about to announce the winner. First, they told us the highly
commended schools and then they announced the winner….
“And the winning team is….. ST MICHAEL’S!” We returned
home glowing with pride and armed with awards. We had just
won Science Oxford. £1,000 of play equipment was now ours!
Isabella, Year 3 (Isabella’s team mates were Sofia and
Annabel)
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Roman Day
On Roman Day, there was a man who was meant to be running it but his chariot (car) broke down so we had
to improvise and use resources he gave us and the ones we had.
The mosaics: On Roman Day we made mosaics. I made a mosaic of a rainbow and my partner made a
mosaic of the northern lights and icebergs. We cut our own tiles out of card and they could be any shape, we
could colour our own tiles.
The not so good work sheet: On Roman Day we also did some work about Roman numerals and other things
such as about legionary soldiers but when we marked them the answers were incorrect on the answer sheets
given to us by the man!
Costumes: On Roman Day we could dress up as a Roman or a Celt. I think a lot of the people who dressed
up enjoyed it, some people even brought props. Aleena brought a shield and my partner brought a scroll
with Roman information. We both dressed up as Romans, Daniel was in a yellow tunic with a green side
shawl. Elisabeth and Daniel, Year 4

SATs
Year 6 SATs took place on the 13 to 16 May. We prepared for months getting ready for our exams. We had
6 revision books which we did for homework, 3 about maths and 3 about English. Once we had all completed
these books it was time for exams. Each day before the exams we got offered a crumpet to eat before our
exams. When we started our exams we were split into a few groups, some stayed in our class and some
went to the staffroom.
On the first day of SATs we had our punctuation and grammar test and our spelling test and on the second
day we had our reading paper, personally I found this day the best and the most fun, on the next day we had
our arithmetic test and our reasoning 2 paper and the final day the last maths reasoning paper.
All of us were nervous for SATs but they taught us that you shouldn’t worry you should just carry on and do
your best at everything. We couldn’t have done it without the help from our teachers. They helped us so
much through those times and, on behalf of Year 6, I say thank you.
After SATs we went to the park for our treat. Most of us played football whilst others just had a chat. We
had lunch at the park and then we came back to school for the afternoon.
Ben, Year 6
At first most Year 6 students were quite anxious or
nervous, but various pupils stood brave and knew they
had a firm memory of the knowledge needed. Of course
our courteous KS2 teachers and TAs made a great
effort to make the Year 6 children feel comfortable.
They made breakfast in the morning, crumpets with
either jam or butter and marmite, and as a treat on the
last day they gave us a chocolate pancake roll. The
children relished the breakfast and were calmed down in
the morning.
On the Friday, their class teacher: Miss Helkin, took
them on an outing to Squirrel Park, where they played
and ate. Many people claimed that SATs week was their
best week ever. Arfah, Year 6

Bone workshop
We are very fortunate that Lara’s Dad volunteered to talk to us
about bones in our bodies. We looked at real x-rays before and
after broken bones to look at how they heal. We got to hold
fake thigh bones and then some of us had our arms put in
plaster. Year 1
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The Museum of Natural History
We had a trip to the Museum of
Natural History! First we walked out
of school and went to a big park.
Then we stopped for lunch and I was
very hungry indeed. When we had
finished lunch, we played fox and
rabbit. Then we chased other people
like parents and teachers. After that
we packed our things and started
walking. We walked into the city
which was very big. There were
people building and there were drilling
sounds. Then we saw a big park and
behind that was the MUSEUM. We
walked up the big steps and came inside. Was it totally, awesomely, fantastically amazing? YES! IT WAS!
Everywhere I looked I saw dinosaur bones and sculptures. Next we were led into a classroom filled with
bugs. Then a man introduced himself, his name was Chris. We got to hold some bugs and learn some facts
about bugs. Then we went to draw some birds and see some insects. After that we went to get our bags
and lunchboxes. Then we went outside and played. Some of us ate our leftovers. Finally we walked back to
school. Andi, Year 2
When we finally reached the museum gardens we had a break and a drink. Soon after we went inside. We
put our bags in special crates, then we were met by our guide. He told us some rules and to look at the signs
carefully because some say please touch. First of all we went into the classroom. We learnt about poo and
how if there weren’t any bugs we’d be swimming in poo. We also saw some live bugs and even held some.
They were most remarkable and inspiring. It was with great excitement that I held one of the bugs. When
we left the classroom we also left our guide. We went upstairs and split into two groups, one went to the
bird aisle and the other to the bugs. With the birds we had a blank sheet and had to draw them and with the
bugs we had a can you find sheet. If the question was can you find something with 8 legs you’d draw it and
then write it down. I think it would be great for child amusement. After that we had a very short look at the
bees. Some looked as if they were dancing. Finally, we got our bags and walked back to school chatting
about how fun the trip had been. We went home and talked to our families about it. Grace, Year 2
First we all were arranged into groups and we
were led out the school gates. We went to the
University Parks to have lunch. Do you think we
had a packed lunch or school dinners? No! we
didn’t have school dinners we had packed lunch!
Then after lunch we played stick in the mud and
foxes and rabbits. Soon it was time to get going.
We carried on walking past my two favourite
trees. I was filled with excitement when we went
past. When we were having lunch me and Grace
were very excited when we saw some dogs.
Next we entered the museum it as a big brownish
building. We went up the big steps and entered a
kind of hall. We went up another flight of steps
and entered the main hall and looked around. We
saw great big dinosaur bones and crystals and
butterflies and bugs. We met a man called Chris who led us to a teaching room and there we talked about
how if we didn’t have bugs in our world we would die because bugs make food and honey. In the room there
were stuffed animals and bones. I noticed a cheetah and otter in big plastic bags. Oh and we held
Madagascan hissing cockroaches. Jessica, Year 2
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Woodlands
On the 29th April the Year 5 class went on a brilliant trip to Woodlands
in Wales! When we got there we explored our rooms and met our
group leaders. Our leader was Mark and we did a few team building
exercises. In the evening we had dinner and went on an evening walk.
The next morning was climbing day and we made sure we had the
appropriate clothing for caving. It was brilliant and one of the most fun
experiences I have ever had. The next day was canoeing day. I was at
the back of the boat and I was in charge of steering but I got the hang
of it. On the third day was the high ropes course. Lots of people
conquered their fears of heights. It was the most daring challenge. On the last day we did mountain
climbing. We climbed up Mount Twmpa. Then we left. I really recommend this to younger years to come in
Year 5 to Woodlands. Ethan, Year 5
This year, for a change, the Year 5 residential was in a place called
Woodlands. Other years have been to different places but last year and this
year was Woodlands. Because it was the
south of Wales, it took a good four hours to
get there! Finally, when we got there, the
class was split into three groups. We found
our very cosy dorms, girls on the top boys
on the bottom [floors]. There was a
dazzling view of the beautiful countryside.
We unpacked our things and made our beds and went downstairs for our first
task. We had to do challenges as teams to show team work. Servers, people
who lay the table for breakfast and dinner, change every day so everyone
gets a turn. Everyone had a hearty dinner and got ready for the evening walk. We had a nice sleep (the girls
did, the boys heard thumping on the roof). We went caving, canoeing and went on the high ropes. Year 5
had a fantastic time and will never forget this experience. Lucy, Year 5
On 29th April Year 5 went to Woodlands. The journey was long.
When we got there someone called Nick showed us around after
we took our stuff upstairs. The girls had to take their bags up
two flights of stairs. We then got divided into three groups. I
was in Nick’s group. There were three instructors Nick, Dylan
and Mark. On Tuesday 2/3 of us went canoeing and the others
went caving. While we were canoeing we practised a bit before.
Whenever we tried to go to the bank we would miss our set
point. We technically went rafting! The rapids were really
bumpy. On Wednesday we did the high ropes course. On the
high ropes I was expert on the first challenge for me it was
really scary. Then we did the zip wire which was fun, the
mechanism was quite simple really. The last thing we did on the
high ropes was the wall. The wall was like 50 metres high. I
managed to get all the way to the top. On Thursday we went
caving. The first challenge was
the letter box. Our second
challenge was the wet slide.
Our third challenge which I led
was the rat run. On Friday
before we came home we went
up a mountain, the view was
amazing. L-J, Year 5
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Board Games Club
This term, Miss Helkin (the Year 6 teacher) started a new club: Board Games Club. The name of the club is
pretty self-explanatory, but it is actually a lot more fun than it sounds. You meet in the Year 6 classroom
every week and play board games for 45 minutes, including classics like battleships and chess and silly games
like Pop-Up-Pirate and Mumbo Jumbo.
During the last session, we played a very long game of Mumbo Jumbo, in which you split into teams of two
and you have to read a phrase such as, “I have zippers and buttons,” while wearing a mouthpiece that
prevents you from closing your mouth. If your partner guesses correctly, your team gets a point. In our
case, a point for your team meant a sweet for each team member. If you ever play, you’ll want Tasneem on
your team!
Other games we have played are Kerplunk, Balderdash Jr and
Guess Who?
Another thing we have is a huge, not so secret, stash of
different Top Trumps packs. From Beast Quest to Water
Saving packs, to animals, there is a huge range to play. You
can even bring you own games, to either donate them to the
club or just to play for one session.
A lot of the people in the club are people I wouldn’t normally
choose to talk to, but I still had a really great time every
week. I would really recommend this club.
Ava, Year 6

Space day

JJ: First thing was that we went round in
a chair and also we put on the space costumes and fired rockets.
Dylan: We did moonwalking, it was like going on the moon around a moon basket, we used stilts.
Owen: We did alien battle, we had a bottle, we taped an alien face on and we threw beanbags at it.
Anna: We had spoons and we had moon rocks and we had to run around the basket and come
back without dropping the moon rocks.
Andrew: We did a lung capacity test; you need to blow the pom poms off the table with a straw.
Samuel: Gravity test, you dropped a ruler and we had to catch it.
Ollie: We put space gloves on and tried to make a rocket out of Lego.
Alfie: There was a bit of paper with some writing on and we had to try to press the writing on the
computer.

Favourite part:
Grace: Spinning around on the chair; Dylan: Alien battle; Vihaan: The spoon and the moon rocks;
Samuel: The alien battle; Andrew: Engineering; Owen: Alien battle; Elliott: Building the rocket;
Tilda: Wearing the space costumer; Theo: Alien battle; Nadira: Alien battle; Alfie: No adults were
allowed in. There was a scanner machine and we had to do it so no children or grown-ups who
weren’t trainee astronauts were allowed in; Ibrahim: We got a list and a badge
Millie: We had to complete 6 missions but everyone did 8! Reception
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Summer Football Tournament
First we played against St Joseph’s School and we won 3:0. We had a good
goalie to save all the shots that St Joseph’s scored. After each match we had a
rest or something to eat. There were lots of stalls that we sometimes went to
after a football match and I bought an ice cream. Finally, our team came second
but St Ebbes won the whole tournament but we didn’t mind.
Cristo, Year 2
Adam said the winning team
was St Ebbe’s. After that we
went to lots and lots of stalls.
I went to all of them and at
one stall I went lots of times.
Finally I ate an ice lolly and 2
cakes and a sweet packet and I
had 1 burger and hot dog and I
had a picnic in the end.
Josh, Year 2

Summer Concert
On Wednesday 10th July, it was the music concert. Some people were going to play an instrument: there
was an electric guitar, harp, piano, cello and violins.
Year One and Reception were singing, then Andrew in the Reception Class played the violin and he was just 5
years old and he was not good……he was amazing! (He was even better that the Year 4s and we were great!)
Then two people [Freya and Isabella] played the harp and the cello. I thought. “How do you play those
instruments?” Then Danik in Year 1 played the piano and Grace from Year 2 played the piano.
Then Year 4 was playing the violin. Year 4 played: the Blues, the Jewish Wedding, the First Finger Rag, In
the Hall of the Mountain King and Jelly on a Plate.
Then two people from year 5 played the recorder. At the end Years 3,4,5 and 6 sang a song from
Shakespeare Rocks! Finally, the fabulous concert was over. Rebecca, Year 4
Wednesday 10th July was a very warm day. We were going to do a music concert. We went in the hall and it
was very stuffy inside. The parents were watching us.
When everyone had settled down, Mrs Buchanan introduced the first music we were to hear. It was Year 1
and Reception. They were going to sing Hall of Fame! They were absolutely amazing! After, Andrew played
the violin. He used all four fingers! He is very talented and very smart to be able to play such a difficult
piece.
After that, Danik in year 1 played the piano. It was a nice tune. Then year 4 come up to the stage to play
the violin. I think we sounded very nice.
Eventually the choir performed, they sang Banaha. It was soft and gentle in an unknown language to us.
Soon after, Ruby and Hannah played Ode to Joy on the recorder.
Freya in Year 3 played the harp. It was a gentle tune. Isabella in Year 3 played the cello. Lara, Finja and
Kathryn played the violin. Year 3 sang a song from the Festival of Voices. Benji in Year 4 played the piano
and a few other children played the piano as well.
Sabeen, Joe, Rhys and Joseph played guitar. Joe had an electric one. It looked amazing and sounded way
better. Each one sounded as good as the last, (including Joe).
In conclusion, the concert was very enjoyable. Everyone who went on stage was talented and fantastic.
Tess and Alfie, year 4
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Festival of Voices
On the 19th of June Year Three went
to the Festival of Voices to sing
sixteen songs with several schools to
improve our confidence when
performing.
First we went on a coach to
Dorchester Abbey. It took about half
an hour. Then we had a rehearsal we
sang with the band and the
conductor. Then we had a tea break.
Finally, we had the Festival of Voices.
There were four instruments which
are bass guitar, piano, drums and
violin. It was in front of a large
audience. It was a very special day for us. My favourite song was ‘Mr Blue Sky’. Tom, Year 3

Junior citizens
Year 6 took part in a learning event at the Oxford Fire Station with one other school. There we practised
different scenarios that might happen. There was a different room for each scenario. We also got to call
different services such as the fire brigade, the police or an ambulance.
The scenarios were things such as exiting a fire safely, helping someone who is in the water, searching for
house hazards or what to do if a stranger offers you something. In most of these rooms one of us got to
practise calling 999 and telling someone what the problem is, what service you need and where you are.
Afterwards we got debriefed and sent home with our junior citizens booklets as homework. The booklets
were filled with all the tasks we did and there were also fun games and word searches. Jack, Year 6
The first room we went in was supposed to be a grandma’s house and we had to spot all the hazards in the
room. For instance, there was a child underneath a hot iron and there were cigars everywhere. There was
some vodka in front of a child. The next room had a half burnt plug socket and an open oven which was on.
Then out of nowhere, a puff of smoke came out. We quickly ran out and Rhys had to call the real police. But
the police knew we were calling. The next thing we did was called castle alley and it made me and Amelie
scream! There was a lady who came out of the wall and it was dark as well. The lady said, “Can you please
deliver this package to the end of the alley.” We all said, “NO!” At the end Sabeen screamed, “GO AWAY!”
We were told that we should never accept anything from anyone, even if they give us a Gucci bag. It is a
very bad thing and you could land in a very bad place. GAOL! Sahar, Year 6
We practised emergency calls. We had to say our location, which emergency service, the emergency and
answer questions like, “Are you out of the building? Are you safe?” There was a lot of pressure on the person
making the call. I made a call when there was a fire (fake fire) in a house. When I was given the phone, I
was nervous and quite scared. Rhys, Year 6

Our Refugee Assembly
First we walked into the hall and got ready to say our lines. There was a huge bit of excitement before we
welcomed everybody. Next we welcomed everybody and a few people said their lines.
Then we watched a few people from our class act the difference between refugee people and ordinary
people. Was the acting good? Yes it was very good. Next we heard half the people on the bench say their
lines. Then a few people held up a thing. What did we hold up? We held up an emotion rucksack, and
things you need in the rucksack and some books about refugees.
Then the rest of us said our lines. Then there was a tiny bit more acting about letting refugees into your
games and your work. And then the assembly finished. And with excitement everyone clapped. And our
mums and carers came to see us at the end and we all left the hall feeling proud but happy.
Isabella, Year 2
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Science and Health Day
On the 9th of July we went to Cherwell South Site to take part in a science and health day. We did sport
related activities and science related activities such as making the molecular structure of every day
substances for example: anti-freeze. We were given a booklet which had worksheets for some of the
activities. In the back they also had timetables for our day like we would have when we go to our secondary
school in September.
The first activity we did was the first sports activity where we did running and then stick in the mud. We then
did an explorer dome and then we had break. After break we did another sports lesson which was fun. After
that we did a science lesson about molecules. Finally, we had a meeting in the common room and I won an
award for science then we went home. Jack, Year 6
The first activity was ‘the dome’, in the dome we were taught about the digestion in our body. Some people
volunteered to mash a variety of food with water; I thought it was a bit disgusting but quite interesting.
We also did a gas experiment. The experiment was, “How much gas is in a fizzy drink?” It was very
interesting. Finally we did some running, it made me very exhausted because we had to run up and down.
At the end of the day we did a presentation. I had a lot of fun at Cherwell. Erica, Year 6

Metro Bank
For the past four weeks Metro Bank came every
Wednesday and told us about money and banking.
The 2 people who came to teach us were called Lydia
and Ethan. They told us about money, saving,
banking and interest. The last week they didn’t come
to us, we came to them. They showed us how they
printed debit cards, the magic money machine, the
bank vaults and we played games. At the end we met
Metro Man and they gave us prizes, a money box,
lollipops, a wallet and pens.
Over all, it was a very fun experience and I am likely
to join Metro Bank for my first bank account. Bertie,
Year 5
Today we went to Metro Bank and we walked there.
When we got there the manager, Lee, was holding the door for us. Lee showed us a machine that has plain
debit cards in it. The machine stamps the card and the card gets all the information on it. Then he showed
us the magic money machine. You put change in it and you guess how much money there is in the box and
at the end it gives you a receipt. When we were about to leave they gave us a certificate, a bag with 2
lollipops, a pen and a lot more, then we lined up and walked back to school. Sahar, Year 5
Our trip to Metro Bank was incredible and we learnt a lot about banks. Metro Bank has free water and dog
biscuits and has a dog sponsor named Duffy. We looked at a shredder, but actually it was a machine that
makes credit cards. We also looked at the vault which is where safety deposit boxes are kept. There are
2808 boxes there right now. Owyn, Year 5

Bug hotel
Millie: Mr Smith helped us make a bug hotel. We hammered some nails into the wood to make a frame.
Dylan: Then we sawed the wood. The sawing was the hardest.
Harry: We stood on a step and hammered nails in to make a roof.
Dylan: We hammered a sign on that says “bug hotel” so no one touches it.
Samuel: We’ve already found ants, earwigs, moths, caterpillar and a spider in there.
What would you like to find in the bug hotel?
Alfie: Spiders; Jessica: Slugs; Elliott: Woodlouse; Millie: Stick insects; Samuel: Earwigs; Owen: Millipedes;
Jessica: Centipedes; Archie: Worms; Vihaan: Some snails; Grace: Ladybirds and butterflies; Andrew: Moths;
Theo: Caterpillars; Bryony: Woodlouse; JJ: Ants
Reception
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What happened at the farm?
On Friday 3rd May, we went to Josiah’s farm for a day. It was very cold. Before we went into the coach, Miss
Billingham gave us some instructions and we chose our partners. We were an odd number of children so I
got chosen to sit with Mrs Montes. We were now ready to go. I felt very cold and excited.
Mrs Montes and I talked about lots of things. I found out that we liked a lot of things that were the same. It
took half an hour to reach the farm.
When we arrived, Mr Simon Smith, Josiah’s dad, gave us a warm welcome. He showed us some plants and
told us about them. Then we went into two barns. In the first barn there was a pile of harvested wheat. In
the second barn there was a mountain of harvested barley! Mr Smith told us that it was 200 tons, I wasn’t
very surprised. We then had our snacks. After that, Mr Smith showed us a truck that was used to spray
fertiliser on the plants. There
were different types of fertiliser
for different things. The sprayer
had to be very big to spray so
much of the land, or it would take
a very long time. Then Mr Smith
asked us to guess how long the
sprayer was. Then we all stood
back as the sprayer unfolded from
the back of the truck. It looked
like a very long sideways ladder
with wires to me. There were
nozzles at the bottom to spray the fertiliser. We then stood side by side holding hands and stretching to
measure up the sprayer. We just made it. Mr Smith explained about solar panels, he had a small one in front
of him, which was pointing to the sun. There were some wires and a lightbulb, when he put a metal thing at
the bottom of the bulb it lit up.
After some time, we got on the trailer. We had to use a hay bale to get on. We saw some animals and lots
of solar panels. Then we stopped for lunch. Mrs Smith had got all our belongings. After lunch we set off
again on the trailer. We stopped at one point because we were going to Guy’s Farm. Guy was the shepherd.
We walked through long grass to get there. We went to a building and in there were orphaned lambs, sheep
who had lost their children and a very short horse. We held some lambs and they were not as soft as I
expected. After some time we went back on the trailer We saw some more animals on the way back. It
was soon time to go. We said thank you to Mr and Mrs Smith. It was a lovely day at the farm and I enjoyed
it very much. Tess, Year 4
Soon we got to ride on a trailer!!! I was very
excited as I had never ridden on one before. I
saw lambs, crops, solar panels and more. Soon
we stopped. I saw more things than I could
say.
Eventually we had a picnic lunch. Everyone sat
with their friends. Everyone but me. I went a
couple of steps to a sunny, peaceful spot. I
liked the quietness of the clearing. The sun
blazed on my back but I didn’t mind. Jayen and
Haroon came over and I told them why I wasn’t
with the group. I showed them something
funny. I pretended to make my Pom-Bears try
and rule over me! I enjoyed that time with them. We got back on the trailer and headed to guy’s Farm. His
name was literally Guy. At the farm, he had orphan lambs, sheep and cows. We got to stroke and hold the
orphan lambs!! We went on a different trailer, “Huh,” I said, “Is that a….” but got interrupted by someone’s
voice. “Ew what is that thing?” she said. It was Sophia. There was an odd intestine thing lying on the grass.
I really enjoyed the trip, I hope we go again. Alfie, Year 5
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Intra-Sports
On a glorious bright day on the 21st June 2019 Year 3 and 4 had an intra sport morning. Adam, our PE
teacher, organised it. We had 2 sports: rounders and basketball. There were 2 rounders pitches and 1
basketball court. Miss Billingham, the Year 4 teacher, and Adam refereed the 2 rounders games while Mrs
Hastings, the Year 3 teacher, refereed the basketball game. We were split up into 6 teams and they mixed
Year 3 and Year 4 so it was fair. The games were tense and it was quite exciting trying to get the other team
out. There were loud noisy shouts and people yelling, “Pass to me!” on the nerve-racking basketball court. It
was like playing against the world champions!
After each match, if your team won, your team got a point and you also got a point if a person in your team
was a good example for sportspersonship, a new trophy for intra sports morning. This award will be awarded
to a girl/boy who are showing fair play, respect and team work. Sabrina, Year 3

Rocks Workshop
On Wednesday 12th June 2019 Year 3 went to the Museum
of Natural History. We went there to learn about rocks
and fossils and we looked at sedimentary, igneous and
metamorphic rocks.
Firstly, we had an explore in the museum and Mrs
Buchanan even had a quiz for us! In the museum there
were stuffed animals that you could touch!
After that, we had a talk about rocks and fossils and we
got to touch real crystals. The man made some funny
pictures to explain how rocks and fossils are formed. He
even let us touch the fossils.
Anna-Maria, Year 3
We went into a room where there were four tables and lots of really small
stools, all the adults got chairs. The instructor passed around some rocks,
fossils and crystals. We all got to touch at least one of each! He drew
pictures to explain how rocks and fossils are formed. A the end he gave us
a bit of crunchy and mars bar to help us remember the different types of
rock. On our way out we got to feel a bit of asteroid. Elise, Year 3

Charlotte’s Web
We enjoyed Charlotte’s Web. We particularly liked the character of Charlotte the spider.
It brought an interesting conversation up about changes, growing up and dying. We
then had several circle times and interesting about these topics. Some of us recognised
the songs that they’d adapted and sang along with part of the songs. Miss Mitsopoulou
was asked by the scarecrow about what noise a llama makes, but they don’t have llamas
in Greece so she didn’t know!! Year 1

Whole School Trip to Blenheim
On Wednesday 3rd July St Michael’s went to Blenheim Palace. Year 5 first went to the secret garden. We did
2 challenges water and garden. At the end we did the maze. Manal got lost in the maze so Mrs Wilson and
Izzah went in but they got lost too. The trick to the maze is to put your left hand out and follow the hedge.
We ate lunch at 12:20 and then played and went in the maze for the rest of the day. Annie, Year 5
We got a tour of the Palace. First the tour guide showed our class the green drawing room. It had green
wall paper and lots of paintings and couches. Its ceiling had gold eagles which were covered in 24 carat pure
gold. We then went to the red drawing room. Drawing is short for withdrawing room so the drawing room
was basically a living room. Abdullah, Year 5
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We were taught about the history,
from the first lady (Lady Sarah) and
the first Lord (Lord John). One of
the ladies was Consuelo who had
such a long neck you could fit
nineteen rows of pearl necklaces on
it. Hannah, Year 5
My favourite parts of the trip were
the lake, adventure park and the
train. The lake was my favourite
because we were looking from a
close distance, it was beautiful and
glamorous. The adventure park
was amazing, it had two swings and a big slide and a climber, but the good thing
about the climber was it had a big bridge. The train was for adults and children;
it was not the best train ride but it was good. If I were to choose one to be my favourites it would be the
adventure park. Rebecca, Year 4
The Humid Butterfly House: When we walked into the Butterfly House it felt warm. Then Miss Billingham
said, “Don’t worry children if a butterfly comes and sits on you, because actually it’s a blessing if they come
upon you.” Year 4 walked slowly across the humid Butterfly House and there were all sorts of colours and
patterns. Some Year 4s started to look at the cool pool full of orange and gold fish, big and small. All the
butterflies were swooping flower to flower dancing and floating in the air. Some were camouflaged to a
flower or a leaf, it was calm and beautiful. Year 4 were amazed at the glamorous butterflies. (It was very
hot!) America, Year 4
The mysterious maze: The maze was really fun and mind twisting. In the maze, there were secret doors.
When I got to one of the doors, I got scared so I ran straight past. While I was winding through the maze, I
met up with Keir, Jamal and Seb. We found a
bridge and went on top of it. We could see
some of our classmates were already in the
middle. Then Keir spotted Benji and took us
to him. Benji took us to the middle.
Delicious lunch: At lunch we sat in an
enormous field with a few huge trees. When
I finished lunch, I played blind chicken with
Riham, Yasir, Alfie, Aidan and Daniel. While
we were eating our lunch we saw a grouse
which is a type of pheasant. When the
grouse went up to Alfie, he closed his
lunchbox straight away. Jillian, Year 4
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Thoughts on leaving school
My thoughts on leaving school are very positive because there are a lot of things to look forward to although I
will miss everyone that is not going to my school, but I will always have amazing memories of them. I will
miss my friends, teachers and different families.
When I was in Reception I thought that when you are a Year 6 and you’re about to leave you suddenly turn
back to a Reception child, but now that I’m in Year 6 I know I’m going to leave everything behind, but now I
see the positive side of the situation. Nicole, Year 6
Nearing the end of Year 6 can be a stressful time for lots of students. Some people are scared that they
might not make friends, others are scared of homework or detention. I was, but after my amazing transition
day I no longer feel those fears, all the teachers and students there were so nice and welcoming. The
teachers there know that the new students are nervous and they do a lot of ice-breaking activities with them.
(An ice-breaking activity is where everyone introduces themselves.) I made friends, I had fun and I’m looking
forward to going. One of the big fears of going away from primary school is that for some people they may
be going to secondary school on their own, leaving friends behind can be scary. But even if they aren’t going
to your school they still exist.
I have really enjoyed primary school and I will miss all my friends and the time I spent with them. We will
still see each other but no way near as frequently. We can still meet in the park but as most of them are
going to Swan School, which finishes 2 hours later than Cherwell, we can only meet at weekends or holidays.
Alec, Year 6
Oxford Academy: My transition day was 21st June. On my first day at Oxford
Academy it was confusing because the school was enormous. The first lesson
was making a booklet about ourselves. Then we had break, they gave free
snacks like cookies and a bottle of juice. Then we had a PE lesson, we did
basketball. My team won every game. Then we went back to the classroom
and we got our lunch and went to the massive lunch hall. I had a sandwich,
chocolate bar, crisps, fruit x 2, an orange, a couple of strawberries and a bottle of water. Then we went to
play outside. After lunch we did art and looked at an artist and did art just the way he did it. You have to cut
out pieces of paper and then glue them on another piece of paper. When art was over we went to assembly
which was just talking and encouraging people and about how things are going to work. Hasan, Year 6
The Swan School: The Swan School transition day was an educational day.
The future students (cygnets) learnt how they could become swans in their
new school. They learnt this by doing fun activities on the 4 values:
ambition, determination, kindness and integrity.
Ambition: cygnets are ambitions when it comes to learning. They watched
videos and had to try and interpret how ambition was shown. Next they wrote about why this value is
important.
Determination: The cygnets watched another video that showed determination. They were determined to
work their best and find out why the girl in the video showed courage, strength and determination when
surfing. Using this video, they came up with definitions and how they could use determination in the new
school year.
Kindness: The cygnets looked at a picture of someone sharing water during a race. They used this picture to
think of how you can show kindness: being generous, considerate and friendly. Lots of the cygnets
contributed and gave their thoughts on how to be kind in the coming year.
Integrity: Last of all the cygnets read a short story about a boy who became king. They thought about how
they could show integrity in the Swan School and for the rest of the year. Amelie, Year 6
Christ church Cathedral School: I am going to Christ Church Cathedral School (CCCS)
where I’ll make new friends and be seeing less of the people at St Michael’s. As St
Michael’s is a state school and CCCS is a private school, it will be a completely new
environment, which I’m looking forward to.
On my transition day, I felt welcome as I had been before (when I had my exam). I made
new friends above my year, below my year and in my year. Everyone felt really excited
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when I came, which is the sort of environment I like. So what did I do? Well we began with singing hymns
in the morning (we will do this every morning) and we were unfortunately little bit late, which made me feel
embarrassed because everyone was looking at me, like I was a demon. So after that we did maths which
was tricky but fun. What gave one a head start was when I had the exam they taught me Year 7 maths. We
also did philosophy and science. Lanre, Year 6
Cherwell School: Cherwell transition day was fun. We got to do different subjects.
In science we changed he colour of different foods. We then did adding and take
away sums in maths. After that we went to our form rooms and then had assembly.
It is a very big school and there is very good food, you get pancakes, waffles slush
puppies. You’re allowed to play on the field even if it’s wet. It is very confusing
because there are a lot of rooms, so many people get confused about where to go.
Mayson, Year 6
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Out in the school grounds with Year 2
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Key Stage 2 Production – Shakespeare Rocks!

Year 5’s thoughts during rehearsals:
Our play is called Shakespeare Rocks! My favourite scene is Scene 3 because there are men dressed as
women. Also because their costumes are really funny. There are eight scenes in total. The main characters
are: William Shakespeare, Ollie, Aubrey, Nick and Burbage. The character that I play is Builder 2. I have 3
lines. I would say that the play is funny. William Shakespeare has the most lines. Zaid
Shakespeare Rocks is a musical about Shakespeare and nearly all his plays. My favourite part is when the
boys dressed as girls and the girls pretended they were boys dressed up as girls. My other favourite part was
when Shakespeare didn’t want to see his fans – it was hilarious. Kathryn
I am a character called Hamnet and I have one line. I’m not complaining because I
get to play with a skull….it’s fake! Omar
I am a builder in the play and I do acting of me working and I have a line. So far in
rehearsals the songs have been excellent, but practice makes perfect. I like the bit
where the actors were talking about the battle of France (Scene 4). I also like the
fans and their cheering for Will. Saad
Our play is very fun and exciting and we also have very good actors from Year 5 and
6. The year 3 and 4 also join in for the songs. The minstrels are 4 boys from Year 4
and they appear in the very first song. I play the heckler and I sit on a chair at the
front. In Scene 4 I come up and say, “What’s that supposed to mean?!” to the
actors. Anis
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Cycling Proficiency (Year 5)
On the 11th June half of Year 5 did their cycling training. First we went round the playground with our bikes,
we practised signalling, turning, look over our shoulders and U-turning. We did that until lunch time. After
lunch we went out into some really quiet roads and practised U-turns. The next day we went straight onto
the road and we practised U-turns, turning, signalling ad looking over our shoulders to cross the road. My
favourite parts were when we were going downhill. I did not particularly enjoy doing the U-turns in Croft
Road because the cars would turn and come very quickly. Tasneem
We learnt about the ABCSS safety check. A stands for air, B stands for breaks (we have to check if the
breaks are working), C stands for chain, and the two S stands for steering and seat. Then we practised
signalling. For the next day we cycled around Marston learning how to do turns, where you should be cycling
and much more. Ruby
In the morning on the first day we did bike checks. First we checked A for air. We need to make sure the
tyres are pumped up completely. Secondly we checked B for brakes. We push the bike forward and pull
down hard on the brakes. Next we checked C for chain. Check the chain moves smoothly. Finally, we do S
for saddle. Make sure the saddle is in line with the centre of the handle bars. Louis
On Tuesday, we got taught how to turn right and left with signalling. Most people think they know how to
but they actually don’t. We also got taught how to control our speed and we had to go round the playground
but sometimes we got called to go to zigzag alley where we had to control and move our bikes through the
cones. On Wednesday we got to go and show our skills on the roads. We went to Croft Road and did a Uturn course in front of my cousin’s house. We cycled to Cavendish Drive, where dad owns a house, and we
did some left turn and U-turn circuits. We finished by cycling to the city centre and back to school before
getting our cycle proficiency level two badges. Abdullah, Year 5
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